Nov 27 - Lowestoft & Yarmouth B (H)

W 58 - 5 Report Attached

---------------------

Wymondham 58, Lowestoft & Yarmouth 5

On a blustery, but dry November day the Wymondham development side had their third full
outing of the year, and what a fantastic game!

This was an historic outing as it was the first time the team had a full 15 players plus sub,
without having to rely on any of the main team players. A move in the right direction, and
means that by recruiting only a few more players we can look to play 2 teams each week.

From the first kick off, the Wymondham forwards took control of the game, superb rucking, low
and powerful. l saw the Lowestoft & Yarmouth pack, which was sizeable, roll back as if being
hit by a wave. The ball was recycled for the backs including new player Oscar Bulcock, to make
some good penetrating runs at their opposition.

The first try came from some good phases and saw Casey Hawes go over in what turned out to
be another open season of tries.

All the coaches were impressed by everyone, their determination and their obvious ability to
take on the coaching that is given to them at training.
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Man of the match went to Casey Hawes for his strong runs as we now expect from him.

The other notable being Bertie for his low to high hits at the rucks and his text book try from the
back of the scrum.

Well done to all! We’ve got a big test next week against Bishop Stortford, but if the game play is
anything like this week, we will see 2 good games.

Tries: Casey Hawes(5); Charlie Tighe(3); Tom Goodrum(1); Bertie(1)

Conversions: Charlie Tighe(4)

Man of the Match: Casey Hawes
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